
Chapter 2

Phonology

Yakan has a fairly simple phonological system. Few consonants and vowels have more
than one allophone, and only a few morphemes undergo phonologically conditioned

alternations. One notable phonological feature is length: length is contrastive for most

consonants and all vowels.

2.1. Consonants

Yakan has sixteen consonants. These are represented by their orthographic symbols,

followed by an International Phonetic Alphabet symbol placed in square brackets. The
consonants are: p [p], t [t], k [k], ' [?], b [b], d [d][r], g [g], m [m], n [n], ng [5], s [s],

;[d3],m],/i[h],w[w],y|j].
Voiceless stops are slightly aspirated in syllable-initial position and unreleased in

syllable-final position. Voiced stops are unreleased in utterance-final position.

The consonant d has two allophones: [r], a voiced alveolar flap which occurs

intervocalically, and [d], a voiced alveolar stop which occurs in all other positions. Some
speakers do not use [r], but pronounce d as [dl in all positions.

The consonant j, a voiced aiveopalatal affricate, and h, a voiceless glottal fricative,

occur only in a syllable-initial position, except in a few loan words where they occur in a

syllable-final position.

All consonants except;, h, w, y, and ' can occur as lengthened consonants. Lengthened
consonants are written as a sequence of two identical consonants.

2.2. Vowels

Yakan also has five vowels; i [i], e [e], a [a], u [u], o [o]. All five vowels occur as the

nucleus of a syllable in all word positions. Examples of vowel contrasts are given in (1).

(1) i/e

e/a

a/o

o/u

impen
empe
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All vowels may be lengthened. Vowel length is represented by a macron over the

vowel (e.g. d). In the eastern part of Basilan Island, many words with long vowels are
contracted forms ofa sequence of two identical vowels separated by Z. Also, long e is often a
contraction of the sequence aCe, following the deletion of the intervocalic consonant. Both
patterns are shown in (2).

(2) pong
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(6) mag- + pa- + "labo' + -an -^ megpe"bo'an *to repeatedly drop (s.t.)'

There is an exception to this rule. The vowel a does not chsinge to e if: the stressed

syllable is an open syllable with the vowel a, and the vowels of the syllables preceding the

stressed syllable are also a (7).

(7) maka- + "kale -> maka"kale *to be able to hear'

paka- -h "tabang + -an -> pakata"bangan 'to ask for help*

mag- + "aka -> mag" 'aka *to teir

This exception does not apply, however, if the stressed syllable is a closed syllable (8).

(8) mag- + "ganti' ^ meg"ganti' *to change'

The change of a to e also occurs across word boundaries within a phrase if primary

phrase stress overrides primary word stress (9).

(9) "a'a "bahi* mi"ya'an -> e'e behi' mi"ya'an 'that old person'

person old that

2.6. Contractions

Two or three-syllable words, especially grammatical words such as negators or

prepositions, are often contracted into one syllable, as in (10).

(10) ga'i ->

la'i ->

kami ->

diyalem ->

harap ->

2.7. Phonologically conditioned alternations

A few morphemes in Yakan undergo phonologically conditioned alternations which
involve nasal assimilation, consonant deletion, vowel deletion, and consonant insertion.

2.7.1. Nasal assimilation and consonant deletion with the prefix Nan-

The verb affix Nan- has different surface forms, depending on the initial consonant of

the verb stem.

Stems beginning vvitfi m, n, and ng

The prefix Nan- never occurs with a stem beginning with a nasal.

Stems beginning with g and d

Before stems beginning with g and some (but not all) stems beginning with d, the final

n of Nan- obligatorily assimilates to the same point of articulation as the initial consonant
ofthestem(ll).

gey
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(11) Nan- + gasud

Nan- + gagal

Nan- 4- da'ak

Nan- + dagang
Nan- + delat ->

nganggasud *to yell'

nganggagal *to worry'

nganda*ak 'to conunand'

ngandagang 'to trade'

ngandelat 'to lap up'

Before other stems beginning with d, the final n of Nan- is optionally deleted, or

obligatorily deleted, depending on the stem (12).

Nan-
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(16) min-
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2.7.4. Vowel and consonant deletion in numeral phrases above ten

For phrases indicating numerals above ten, the vowel ofpu' 'unit of ten' and the first

consonant of duk 'and' are deleted to form the contraction pvk, as in (21).

(21) duwem pu' 'twenty' + duk 'and' + tellu 'three' -^ duwempuktellu 'twenty-three'

2.7.5. Consonant insertion and vowel deletion with suffixation

If a vowel-final root is suffixed with -in, -arij or -wiy h is added before the suffix (22).

(22) kayu -h -in -> kayuhin 'tree* (definite)

pamandi + -an -> pamandihan 'place for bathing'

pitu H- -un -> pituhun 'pass it!'

If the suffix -in is added to vowel-final monosyllabic possessive pronouns, the vowel of the

suffix is deleted (23).

(23) luma' + -ku H- -in -> luma'kun 'my house'
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